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Analysis of the serum from mice fed FC-807 at IBT has been 
completed. Two serum samples were submitted: 

(i) 
(2) 

Control 

Exposure - obtained by combining the serum from 2 groups 
of test mice, one fed 1000 ppm FC-807 and the other 
at 3000 ppm. As a first approximation, this serum 
represen~ the feeding of 2000 ppm FC-807. 

Sample Organic Fluorine Fluoride 

Human - Literature Average     0.03 ppm 

Control Mice ~ est. 0(0-0.5)1 
~xposed2 Mice 102 

Animals3 < 0.006 

1 

2 

0.02 ppm 

est. 0.5(0.5-1.5)1 

tre~~, o. 6 

~ ,2, not reported 
insufficient sample for accurate analysis 

Guy and Taves report organic fluorine level inr~ieven different 
animals (rats not studied) as less than 0.006 ppm. 

3 

The fluorochemical was isolated from the serum of the exposed mice. 
The extraction technique (IIC1 and e~ther) followed by analysis 
indicates that 80% of the fluorochemical was in the ether extract 
(4 extractions) w’6ile ^.20% remained in t~~atured Dro~eln phase 
and less t~an-’5% in the water phase. ~’ur~-er experiments are 
necessary to-establlsh iz the ~luo~ochemical is still protein 
boun~ if a different fluorochemical is bound, or simply not extracted 
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~MR of the ether exit (and this represent about 75% of 
~ne ~luoroc.emical present in the serum solids) establishes 
the fluorochemical to be most likely CSFI7SO3H. 

As a follow-up experiment, 1 mg. of FC-807 was added to 15 ml. 
of Red Cross plasma and the sample wor~md-up using the above 
procedure. NMR of this ether extract indicated the fluoro- 
chemical to be FC-807. This is good evidence that the b.gdy 
and not the chemic~ woyk-~up is responsible for the s,ulfonic 
at~d a~ the ma~or (if.,no~i only)~m~tabolite of FC-807 bound to 
the serum. 

3MA00967407 

CONCLUSION 

Mice fed FC-807 at a level of 2000 ppm (see sample description) 
for a period of 30 days develop a fluorochemical level of 
approximately I0,000 greater than the control. T~e fluoro- 
chemical in the blood is a metab~lite of FC-807, 

Neutron Activation Analysis 

I spoke with Dr. Kovar of General Activation Analysis regarding 
the analysis of total fluorine An bloo~. H6~ndica~ed that they 
had never run this determination but felt it would be possible 
using a linear accelerator. The cost.would be $300 for the 
first sample and $80 per additional sample. I think we should 
discuss the subject in mmre detail with GAA a~d should consider 
sending them several samples as a check on our analytical results. 
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